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Large asian straw hat

When visiting Southeast Asia, you can notice a distinctive type of headgear, worn by farmers, shop keepers and almost anything else. Headgear is almost synonymous with the region and Vietnam, it is part of a national costume. A conical straw hat, sometimes called a rice hat or coolie hat, is a straw hat originating from East and Southeast Asia. Many in
East Asia, Indochina and even Thailand wear headgear for sun and rain protection. The shape of the hat is useful for blocking these elements. Hat carriers usually have a piece of fabric (or silk) like a chin strap so that the headgear has on the head. The wearer of the hat can also immerse it in water so that his head is cool. Other ways of using hats include a
pool for water scooping, when thirsty, fan or as a vegetable basket. Vietnamese hats (called not la locally) are noticeable due to their charming design. Hue random lines of poems are decorated in hats (in keeping with the romantic hats and artistry needed to make them), as well as oriental symbols and words (for decorating purposes). Some of them can
only be seen when the sun's rays fall into the headgear. There is a legend about the origin of the hat. Long ago there was a tall woman who wore such a hat made of four round leaves knitted with bamboo. The weather has always become favorable everywhere it appeared. It has also enlightened many people about farming methods and tree and vegetable
plantations. This woman suddenly disappeared and climbed into the sky. Then she became a recognized goddess and since then hats have been made simulating her to protect from the sun and rain. * * * * A cone-shaped hat worn in various parts of Asia Chinese hat redirects here. For a musical instrument, see turkish crescent. For a sea snail or its shell,
see Calyptraea chinensis. Additional citations are required to verify this article. Please help improve this article by adding quotes to trusted sources. Unresoved material may be challenged and removed. Available sources: Asian conical hat – news · newspapers · books · scientist · JSTOR (January 2012) (Learn how and when to remove this template
message) Vietnamese nón lá Japanese jingasa wearing samurai Filipino Salakot Asian conical hat, commonly known as Asian rice hat, coolie hat (UK), oriental hat or farmer's hat, is a simple style of conical hat originating in Eastern, South and Southeast Asia; and notable in modern countries and regions of Bangladesh, Bhutan, China, Cambodia, Northeast
India, Indonesia, Japan, Korea, Thailand, Laos, Malaysia, Myanmar, Nepal, Philippines, Outer Parts of Manchuria, Taiwan, and Vietnam. It is held on the head with a cloth (often silk) or a fiber chin strap. Asian conical hats throughout Asia are primarily used as a form of sunscreen and rain. When done straw or other woven materials, it can be immersed in
water and worn as an impromptu evaporation cooling device. [1] In East Asia, especially in Japan, it is also widely understood as a symbol of Buddhism, as it is traditionally worn by pilgrims and Buddhist monks in search of a sting. They were also worn by Japanese samurai, where they were known as jingasa (traveling hat) or cash er. Spanish military
uniforms in the Philippines in 1862 show salakot (right) worn as traje de campaña (campaign uniform). This later evolved into a colonial model of pith helmet during the British Empire in India. A rice farmer in northern Cambodia wears do'un in the Philippines, salakot is more often in the form of a pointed dome rather than a cone shape, with a spike or knob
finial. Unlike many other continental Asian conical hats, in addition to chinstrapo, it is characterized by an inner headband. It can be made of various materials, including bamboo, rattan, nit, bottle gourd, bury straw, nipa leaves, pandano leaves and carabao horn. A simple type is usually worn by farmers, but nobles before the colonial period (and later the
principality of the Spanish period) crafted ornate variations with precious, precious metal, or turtle. They are considered to be heirs, passed down from generation to generation in families. [2] [3] Salakot was also usually worn by local soldiers of the Spanish colonial army. He was adopted by Spanish soldiers in the early 18th century as part of his campaign
uniform. In doing so, he became the direct predecessor of the pith helmet (still known as salacot or salacco in Spanish and French). [4] Decorative Asam jaapi, made mainly of bamboo and leaves, while the decorations are felt, threads and tin sequins in Vietnam, nón lá (leaf hat) form the perfect right round cone, which smoothly intersects from base to top.
Special conical hats in Vietnam have colorful hand stitch images or words, while the Huệ variety is famous for its nón bài thơ (lit. poem conical hats). They contain random poetic verses and Hán tệ, which can be revealed when the hat is directed over the head in sunlight. These days, they have become part of the Vietnamese national costume. [5] In China, it
was usually associated with farmers, while mandarins wore tighter round hats, especially in winter. [6] Similarly in India and Borneo, a simple tapered hat was worn by ordinary people in everyday work, but hats of more decorative colour were used for the celebrations. Sabah, a colorful tapered hat wearing certain dances, while in Assam they hang at home
as a decoration or wear a higher class for special occasions. Regional names of a Bangladeshi farmer wearing a math (মাথাল) Filipino salakot wearing a Filipino farmer's English terms hat include a musta hat, a rice hat, hat, bamboo hat and sometimes coolie hat. [7] In Southeast Asia, it is known as do'un (ដួន) in Cambodia; shred in Indonesia; koup (ກຸບ) in
Laos; terendak in Malaysia; khamauk (ခေမာက်) in Myanmar; salakot, sarok, sadok, s'laong, hallidung, kallugong, and tabungaw among other names in the Philippines; and nón lá in Vietnam. In East Asia, it is called dǒulì (⺠笠, literally means a one-dǒu bamboo hat) in China; cash er (笠) or sugegasa (菅笠) in Japan; and satgat (삿갓) or gaerip (⺠립, 蓋笠)) in
Korea. In South Asia it is known as jaapi (জািপ) assam (India); In Bangladesh it is known as mathematical (মাথাল). [8] Gallery in China porter wearing dǒulì (⺠笠) Conical hats in Hainan, China Making conical hats (nón lá) in huệ village, Vietnam Souvenir nón lá tourists Various kinds of salakot from the Philippines, c.1900 Bangladeshi rice farmer wearing
math (মাথাল). Conical hats Dusun people sabah, malaysia tortoiseshell and silver salakot from filipino silver encrusted Filipino salakot Korean man in traditional mourning clothes and satgat Three Sama-Bajau women wearing saruk from Jolo, Sulu, Philippines, c.1900 Japanese monk wearing sugegasa begs for money Ueno, Tokyo Also See Fulani hat Jaapi
Kasa (hat) List of hats and headgear Mokolii, Hawaii island with the nickname Chinaman's Hat Pith helmet Pointed hat Salakot Thai farmer hat Links ^ Conical Hats. Nguyentientam.com. Received on 23/05/2012. ^ Peralta, Jesus T. (2013). Salakot and other headgear (PDF). National Commission for Culture and Art (NCCA) and Intangible Cultural Heritage of
the Asia-Pacific Region (ICHCAP), UNESCO. p. 232. ^ Nocheseda, Elmer I. Filipino and Salacot. Tagalog dictionary. Received on 3 March 2020 ^ Antón, Jacinto (5 December 2013). La romántica elegancia de Salacot. Archived original on April 3, 2017 Received on 3 May 2018 – through elpais.com. ^ ^ Encyclopædia Britannica, eleventh edition. New York:
Encyclopedia of Britannica, Inc. 1910. p. 173. ^ Coolie hat - definition and more from the Free Merriam-Webster Dictionary. ^ Bamboo crafts. Banglapedija. External communications Wikimedia Commons has media related to conical straw hats. Conical straw hat gallery Retrieved from
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